CLIO 8 HW/SW UPGRADE INSTALLATION

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NEEDED TO UPGRADE YOUR CLIO SYSTEM WITH SC-01 SIGNAL CONDITIONER WITH CLIOwin 7 (OR 6.5) SOFTWARE TO THE NEW CLIO 8 USB SYSTEM.

To upgrade your CLIO system follow these instructions:

1) **DISCONNECT AND OPEN YOUR SC-01**
   1. Disconnect the SC-01 unit from the PC.
   2. Open the SC-01 unit unscrewing the 6 upper screws and removing the upper cover.

2) **EXCHANGE RS-232 CARD WITH USB CARD**
   1. Inside the SC-01 locate the four screws securing the upper PCB (with RS-232 connector) and unscrew them.
   2. Gently remove the upper PCB disconnecting it from the lower one.
   3. Insert the new USB card in the slot and screw it down firmly.

3) **CLOSE YOUR UPGRADED SC-01**
   1. Close the SC-01 unit upper cover.
   2. Now your SC-01 is functionally identical to the new SC-02. **Your CLIO system has a new 10-digit serial number.** Attach the new serial number sticker on the side of your SC-01 in place of the old 8-digit one.
   3. Reconnect your upgraded SC-01 Signal Conditioner to the PC.

4) **READ THE CLIO 8 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND START INSTALLING THE CLIO 8 SOFTWARE FROM POINT 3!**

Please note:

1) You do not need to change your existing PB-4281 PCI card.
2) Remember to register your upgraded CLIO system at www.audiomatica.com.